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The proposed schemes are based on the elliptic curve cryptosystem. Since the thesis stresses the design on both security and efficiency at the same time, the proposals are based on an overall induction toward the related literature with the basic concepts. In order to achieve a balance between the security and signature size, so that the required storage for the system parameters can be greatly lowered down. Accordingly, the potential of proxy signature still needs to be further developed. The elliptic curve cryptosystem brings about shortening the key length and signature size, which makes the system parameters be shorter. The delay of timing can be avoided for promoting the efficiency of performance. The related applications of proxy signature can be expectedly also devoted to the secure mobile agent, self-proxy signature, electronic-cash, and anonymous electronic-vote researches. Expectedly, the so-called proxy signature means that an original signer authorizes a proxy signer to sign messages on his/her behalf through some certain procedures. Being authorized, the proxy signer uses the signature in practice; accordingly, it is worthy for developing. The characteristic and function of the proxy-signature technique enable to solve the blind spots of digital signature in practice; accordingly, it is worthy for developing. The so-called proxy signature means that an original signer authorizes a proxy signer to sign messages on his/her behalf through some certain procedures. Being authorized, the proxy signer uses the signature in practice; accordingly, it is worthy for developing.

The technology of communication in the Internet changes with each passing day, it generalizes the interchanged phenomenon of on-line transaction and communication. Most probably the electronic commerce will be the current of business transaction activity in the future. Therefore, the importance of information security obviously becomes outstanding. In the current research of network security, a public-key cryptosystem is regarded as broadly approved. The implement of a public-key cryptosystem depends on the digital-signature technique. It is because that the digital-signature function can achieve a trusted Certification Authority (CA) in the current research. The study correlated to the digital signature is integrally considered to be the core of the network security. Along with the change in the general situations, the study correlated to the digital signature is integrally considered to be the core of the network security. The digital-signature technique is of the basic security and key tune in the current research of network security.
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